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Recently there has been a growing interest in improving the connection between school and society in general, and schools with their communities in particular. This concern comes from many sources. Employees criticise teachers as being ignorant of the world of work, and blame teachers for helping to create high school leaver unemployment by generating unrealistically high expectations in high school students. Parents too, are demanding that schools become more accountable to them in terms of the skills taught to their children. Social reformers are advocating that school teachers take more account of the ethnic sickness of the local population, and make efforts to include multicultural materials into the curriculum.
All of these critics share the view that schools, as institutions, are out of touch with the nature of society; with its real concerns and wishes. They argue that innovation in education is in peripheral or superficial areas and frequently counter productive to the real need for schools to keep pace with other changes in society as a whole. The result seems to be a cultural lag which frequently makes schooling seem irrelevant to the lives of those whom they serve.
But this cultural lag was first diagnosed by educational reformers in the 1930's, if not before! It would appear too, that most, if not all attempted changes in education since then have been justified precisely in order to bring school into closer, more intimate contact with society! Is the pace of change in our society the only cause of "culture lag" in education? May there not be other reasons?
Obviously the schools of some nations have a closer connection with their communities than others. The single teacher rural school of Australia's past would seem to preserve a far greater awareness of the nature and of the local community than do the large metropolitan 5 or 6 years high schools. Comparative education, as a discipline, may suggest a reason why the interface between school and society is large or small, and why, despite long criticism, the problem persists.
The Comparative Approach G.Z.F. Bereday in various works has laid out a model for an of problems in Comparative Education (1964, 1967) . Some have ,...ri1-i,...i,7on "hypothesis testing" or "problem solving approach" to comparative nr"nlom on the grounds that there is no "one" comparative method; any tool helps in trans-national understanding of education should be Nevertheless, for the purpose of this paper, I intend to follow a rnr,ni1"i",rI "Beredayian" method.
Max Weber (1974) also provided probably the first conscious example of use of "ideal-type" analysis. In modern socio-political sciences, this today one of the most frequently used analytical methods. This paper will attempt 24 produce ,~uch .an. ideal-type a~alysis on the nature of the "societal school Interface t? aid In the companson of education in the U.S.S.R., Indonesia and Australia.
The "Ideal Type" Model ~alcot:t Parsons (1951, p.41) , in his attempts to systematize a general sociological theory .has. produced a social model which is not without relevance to .edu~atlon In general or schooling in particular. According to Par~ons, society IS h~ld together. b'( agreed upon "norms", which through social approval or disapproval, limit and contain behaviours into socially acceptable cha,~nel~, t~us ~etermi~ing "roles", the "patterning" of roles and norms creates institutions, of which the formal education system would be a g?od exam~le. Norms are incalcated through a process of "socialization" in which educ~tl~n an.d t,~erefore sc~ool institutions play a major role. We will return to thiS passive approach In the conclusion.
~nfortunately, while it gives an admirable explanation of the "cohesion" of socle~, amongst other thin~s it is ".a. historical"; being weak in its explanation of s~clal chan~e through time. Cntlcs of Parsons have either attempted to modify Par~ontan concepts or else to attempt to modernise sociologies of ichange denved from Marx and Weber. N.ei~ Smelser (1966) , in conjunction with Parsons, attempted to overcome this dlff~c~lty ~hroug~ the ~~~. of a bipolar model, distinguishing traditional socletle~ ~n which . ext~-n~ed families fulfil most social functions, and mod~rntty, whe~e institutional specialization is evident. Derived from Ferdlnand Toenntes (Etzoni:1974) "Gemeinschaft" and "Geselschaft", such hav~ ?om.e under flr~ fro~ development theorists as being merely Darwlntsm In a new gUise, misunderstanding the nature of change and dev1elm:lmelnt ~ne i?ea, derived from these schemas which is, I feel, of importance is that social consensus." Pluralistic societies would be expected not to have a consensual sys:tem relating to social goals and values, while if a society s~rong~y .a Single consensual goal system, this would appear to It~elf ~n Id~ology a~d through. soc!al controls would lead to a highly SOCiety, which on first approximation has similarities with Parson's above. Highly fra~~ented plural societies, irrespective of the ethnic, social, religiOUS or other causes of that pluralism, are by definition unable h.ave ~n agre.ed upon consensus, and this would produce an equal plurality rival Id:ologles and belief systems in varying degrees of competition and With one another: I~ social control terms, society is fragmentary, and to go too far, IS In danger of imminent social "collapse". paradigm has predictive value when applied to an examination of s~stems. On an "ideal type" let us consider our unitary society as whl~e our fragmentary society is type B. Pushed to its ultimate n, In cOf!1mon With. s~ch "ideal-types" no society could exhibit complete unttary monol.lt~lc control, or be a case of atomistic anarchy, . we can say that societies can, to varying degrees, be ranged along aXIs.
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Testing The Model's Validity: 3 Case Studies David and Vera Mace (1964, p. 263-4) show how "Soviet" and "Western" societies can"be ranged along this pole. "Individuals living together have. to surrender some degree of personal freedom in exchange for ~h.e protection and support of the group. There are all degrees .of coll~ctlvlsm, from a relatively superficial association of people wh.o r~tal~ con~lde~ab!e. per~on~1 freedom, to the most rigidly controlled organisation m whl~h mdlvlduality IS almost totally surrendered. The difference between Soviet. and Western society is in this respect only a difference of degree. The. S~v~ets, ~hatever may be said to the contrary, do not seek the supressio~ of mdlVlduahty. In the West we certainly do not ignore the need for conformity to group standards.
The difference is that the Soviets consider that a larger degree 0: freedo.m leads to "individualism", a condition destructive of social we~l-bemg; while the West considers that a larger degree of confo.rmlty, leads to 'enslavement' , a condition destructive of individual well bemg. (Mace, 1964, p.263-4) .
Thus, despite the fact that, in encouraging the ~se of mo:her tongues m the Union and Autonomous Republics and national reglo~s, as well as encouraging indigenous folklore, the U.S.S.R. has certam features of a pluralistic society (i.e. type B), th~ con census on social goals and values would tend to place it closer to socletal type A.
Indonesia has little other than her enormous population and lar.ge ar~a extent in common with the U.S.S.R. (UNESCO, 1974) It~ rece~t history IS certainly characterised by "a certain measure of disorder, mconsl,stency?nd lack of sustained direction"*{Mace 1964, p. 264) which the Mac~ s conSider characteristic of the Western model, but as the country has ~ad Just recently an estimated 100 000 political prisoners, (Amnesty International, Nov. 1976) one could not co~tinue with them in saying that "individual fre~dom and the right of dissent is permitted up to the limit of what can be SOCially tolerated and contained. (Mace 1964) This would place them more toward~ ty~e A, ~ut there is another reason. Three times within the last 30 years, dissatisfaction with government has exceeded. this "con!ain~,ent:' li~!t; the Revolt the Dutch, the shift from "Parliamentary to GUlde~. Dem?cracy and abortive P. K.1. (Communist) coup with the resultant military sel.zure of (Feith & Castles, 1973 , p. 63-347 also Lidda, 1973 although. ItS ",mJ'prpinn'tv was recognised in 1949, the Indonesian people have e~er smce then engaged in a revolutionary process more co~plex and taxmg t~an the for independence. This multifacetted revolution cann~t be deCided ?y political compromise, for it involves ~he. tran~formatlon of an entire into a mold as yet undefined, and wlthm a tlmespan made all too short continuing economic and social crisis. (McVey, 1963) This evidence, together with the conclusion of Hildr~d. Geen: e 1963, p. 24-97) that Indonesia is a classic case of a pluralistiC socle~ lead to the inclusion on the continuum close to the Type B extremity.
Let us consider a society intermediate to these two extremes. Australia a size comparable to both Indonesia and the U.S.S.R. but a UUI'-IUI'CHI" ... the situation of late has shown a marked improvement with the release of over 50,000 prisoners.
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comparable to neither~ Like both, she has enormous untapped resources, and may, in certain respects, like Siberia, be considered a "frontier" society. However, politically, Australia is a Commonwealth of States based on the Westminster Parliamentary model. Unlike Indonesia, a fairly small number of "concensus groupings" can be recognised, and the parliamentary democracy functions as an institutional apparatus for balancing and shifting power, having weighed up majority and minority views. Australian history is stable; so stable that writers have labelled it "the land where nothing ever happens." (Horne, 1963) Although Australians don't recognise a single goal, as the belief in a future Communist Society in the U.S.S.R., change in Australia can be seen to be "probable" in certain recogniseable "areas" towards certain perceived "directions".
Australia is intermediate in another important respect. As Devies and Encel out, there is one serious "interpretation of Australian history -the notion of an egalitarian paradise (or purgatory) fed alike by travellers' tales and much historical writing." (Davies & Encel, 1967, p. 41 ) However, after an extremely careful analysis of wide sets of social data, they conclude that there a difference between a "working class (whose) attitudes continue to reflect basical collectivist view of society and middle class attitudes basically an one." (Davies & Encel, 1967, p.18) As similar research has shown the U.S.A. and U.K., in their analysis they show how education plays a as "the mainspring of spcial differentiation." (Davies & Encel, 1967, p. 42) R. Lawry concludes NfCjY'reaching changes are required before equality of edllCattional opportunity 'and the use of ability irrespective of social class realities" (Davies & Encel, 1967, p. 97) so, the difference between social classes in Australia is nothing ;"nmn",,,,n to the inegalities between the urban, cosmoplitan elite of Djakarta landless east-Javanese peasant labourer, the sea dwelling Borneo or the West Irian head-hunter. (McVey, 1963, p. 24-97) question of social classes in the U.S.S.R. is a difficult matter, and for rities, an extremely politically sensitive area. (Bereday & Pennar, p. 68) attempted to show the effect of social status stratification on FrllINltinn and David Lane (1971, p. 136 ) attempted a rigorous analysis of the of social classes in the U.S.S.R. He concludes by saying that "the of social stratification in state socialist society has peculiar features it from those of advanced capitalist states. The limited ual private inheritance of wealth has eliminated ownership classes as in Capitalist societies, but it has put a premium on achievement as a by which inequality has been maintained and thus given institutional over wealth enabling some men (i.e. the managers) to have rights over which others are denied." (Lane, 1971, p. 136 ) Even so, we see one with Soviet sources who quote (with pride) that classes in the Marxist sense no longer exist in the U.S.S.R. in this respect also, the degree of social stratification reflects to some position of a society on the hypothetical model. Social type A is ""'I,t",·i,,~.rI by an absence of major social divisions, by a strong, stable and given by UNESCO, 1974, USSR pop 250, Indonesia, 125, more recent figures for Indonesia, (1978) place I closer to 135 million. Australia in the same document was quoted as 13 million perhaps % million less than recent estimates.
unitary government attempting to propel society towards a goal which, while not perhaps agreed upon by all, at least has the acquiescence of all but a "deviant" (in Soviet terms) minority. Social type B has a plurality of horizontal and vertical sQcial groupings in convert and often overt competition with each other. Political power is in the hands of whichever group has control of the state "apparatus" at that point in time, and changes in political power are through bloody "revolutionary" seizure or bloodless coups. Social type C while intermediate in terms of social cohesion, has individual characteristics in the way in which group political changes is "institutionalised", because the lack of cohesion is not interpreted as socially threatening. This is probably because the differences in consensual goals among groups in Society Care less than their similarities. We could continue to analyse reasons why each society occupies its position in terms of ideology, developmental position and other factors, but it would be outside the purpose of this essay, i.e. the examination of the effects of societal type structures, as here described, upon education.
Educational Predictions Drawn From the Model
Or. Lauglo, in a recent lecture at the Institute of Education (Lauglo, 1977) suggested that plural societies would be characterised by "volunteerism" defined as the characteristic of various social groupings to establish and support "independent schools" outside the state provided system.
If this is so, one would expect Societal type A, having no recognised independent values or goals to have no independent schools, Societal type B
to have a plethora of indep~ndent schools of varying types, and societal type C, to have an intermediate number of such schools organised into distinctive categories. Furthermore, as type A will have a single state controlled with change perceived as unidirectional, in this society generalizations schooling will have a high probable validity. Type B will have a variety which will make generalization almost impossible, as whatever conclusions are drawn, numerous exceptions will be found. School systems in type C will divided clearly between a public and a private system, and thus again, it intermediate. There is one respect, however, in which this median position is not found. Schools in type A societies would, we expect, be thoroughly integrated consensual goals and values. A major concern of such a system would be bring school as close to social life as possible. (Bereday, Brinckman & 1960, p. 247-8) *. The state school systems in type B societies are linked with the goals, values and aspirations of whichever group political power. We would expect that as the holders of political change, so the new government would try to alter the school system to it productive of adults supportive of its aims and objectives. This would lead to accusations of "dysfunctionality" "Iag" and to conflict. , p. 157-169, & Vander Kroef, 1959 In the private sector, not distinguished from the public one, each school would draw support from, *(Khrushchev' 5 speech of Sept 1958 emphasising this aspect was given a wide circulation both inside & outside USSR) 28 be closely integrated with goals of its founders. Thus in both types A and B the connections between the community and the school would be close and continuous. Non-formal structures of education are expected to be highly supportive of the formal systems, be they public or private.
In Society C, however, schools in the public sector will attempt to be "apolitical" as undue allegiance to anyone consensual group will lead to retaliatory procedures by the others. Equality of educational opportunity would here, unlike societies A and B, be a major issue. The content of eductation will try to be "value free" and a major concern will be to avoid "indoctrination", two goals of little importance in the other types. One way the schools could achieve these goals is to attempt to distance themselves society, to try to produce an education of "value to itself" and not as a to possible controversial "ends". Thus we will see education from "training", which will be consigned to "non-educational" of less prestige.
If the models are to have predictive value we must ask to what extent are hypotheses observed in reality? Bereday (1967, p. 169-187) considers testing is a major cornerstone of the comparative methods, but C. Anderson (Kazamj(js, 1961 , p.90-96 & also Gesi, 1971 ) points out a In Comparative Education, he claims "we have a plethora of mCI!'!n,!'!n,M!'!"T variables, but a paucity of dependent variables." (Kazamias, p. Scientific method in based upon the idea of controlling as many factors possible and measuring the effects of altering single factors at a time. * are to elucidate the effects of position on the continuum upon it is important to examine what alternative features may explain )Servahle similarities or differences.
It is difficult to imagine how three countries could be more different than U.S.S.R., Australia and Indonesia. Politically, the U.S.S.R. is the creator modern Communism, Australia is firmly Capitalist, while Indonesia between (and flirts with) the two, attempting a position of "\n_."Ii/'n~nQr'+ Political ideologies effect education and thus interfere with picture, although, as I will attempt later to show, possibly less than we at imagine. different is their wealth per capita. Discounting certain oil-rich !'!Ilrrlnmc: Australia is amongst the three richest per capita countries in the Indonesia is shown by UNESCO to be among the 25 poorest. ESCO, 1974) Wealth undoubtedly affects proviSion, though in the criteria model, its effects would be quantitative, not necessarily qualitative. same goes for amounts of government expenditure available for educawhich also shows a wide divergence. Jones (1974) states that Australian as a percentage of the G.N.P. or government revenues is well of comparable wealth, (Launerys, 1964) while Indonesia is to have spent 2.2% of the G.N.P. and upwards of 18.5% of Governwork of Thomas Kuhm, or any of the works of Karl Popper for an elaboration of these arguments.) ment revenues on education. (UNESCO, 1974) David and Vera Mace (1964, p. 250-51) say that per capita expenditure on education in the U.S.S.R. is amongst the highest in the world and Tamiak 1966 quotes a figure of about 5.3% of the G.N.P. Here government provision of funds, expected in type C to maintain balance, or separate financing of private schools, as in type B, would be expected to effect education patterns.
Despite these differences, there are certain similarities. The appearance of certain similarities of size has already been reported. Also, despite the fact Indonesia is an archipelago and the other two are major continental countries, population and hostile environments in the U.S.S.R. and Australia, means that like Indonesia there are major problems with communications and transport; a factor of major importance to the provision of materials to schools in isolated areas. * Rural-urban differences and the provision of such schemes as correspondence education therefore show marked similarities in the three countries. Equally, despite Australia only having 13Y2 million inhabitants, compared to Indonesia's 124 million and the 250 million of the U.S.S.R., the fact that 70% of Australians live in urban areas, most Indonesians live on Java and most Soviet citizens live in Europe presents certain common development problems, especially considering the underdeveloped wealth of under-populated regions.
Rather surprisingly, despite political differences, there is a great degree of similarity in the "centralization" of power within each country. All three nations commenced their modern phase as federations, although in each case, political necessity has required a growing centralism.
One cause of this, Philip Jones (1974, p.63) asserts, is that "Australians have always looked to the centre of things, to the' government' for help." (Jones, 1974, p. 63) . Originally conceived of as a confederation on the U.S. plan, a referendum in 1942 conferred, for war time purposes, the power of raising finance through income tax, to the federal government, and it has never been restored to the states. As Jones shows "he that pays the piper calls the tune" (1974, p. 64) and the federal government role in financing education in Australia has grown by several hundreds percent since the end World War 11. * Similarly, Indonesia began as a "United States". Here separationist tempts in the 1950' s amongst the outer islands led to an increase in political role of the centralizing army. The return to the 1945 centralized stitution was one of the central issues of Sukarno's "Manipol", the manifesto which laid down the blueprint of "Guided Democracy". To Communist (P. K.!) gains in local elections Sukarno appointed local ment officials and even with the new regime, provincial and regency nors are still centrally appointed (Mortimer, 1973) The U.S.S.R. has a similar history. The February Revolution saw dismemberment of the centralized Tsarist Russian Empire and the *this study originally also intended to include a comparison of part-time and correspondence education in COUntries. However, essential similarities in all 3 cases made such a comparison insignificant in terms of the here discussed.
"'(this has been especially true since the appearance of the Karmel Report on Federal FinanCing of Education
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Revolution promised to uphold the national aspirations of the federated Union members. Nevertheless, despite this" de jure" separation of powers the defacto ~o.ntrol through the extremely centralized C.P.S.U. has meant that major ~e~lslons are ~I~ taken at Moscow, the Republics' responsibilities being largely limited to deCiding the best methods of regional implementation (Hasler, 1969) Per~aps one can conclude, despite the position on the axis already ~stabllshed, central p~wers for large states inevitably grow in response to na-tlon~1 demands. for unity and standardized policies. Certainly the growth of executive power In the U.S.A. would appear to support this assumption.* Thus, with these similarities in mind, if we remain aware of the differences we can perh.aps avoid the difficulty of insufficient control. Undoubtedly Philip Foster (Gezl, 1971 ) would consider the situations too disparate but comparative education has a long tradition of such widely based comparisons.
Case Studies and Educational Prediction: Juxtaposition
Does education in the three countries conform to the predictions described above? If we are right in identifying the U.S.S.R. with Societal type A there should be only one strongly centralized system of education under close ~overn~ent control. This i~ precisely the case. J.J. Tomiak says succinctly, t~~ entire system of public education in the U.S.S.R. is directed and administered by governm~nt departments. There is no private sector (Tom'lak 1966).
.... ,
If we are correct. in identifying Indonesia with type B societies, then it .Should be charactenzed by "volunteerism". This question is a little more difficult to answer. Stephen Douglas, in discussing 'wild schools' outside the system, says "Government officials have been unable to '~ild. schools' ... and in fact, from time to time they have urged organisations to assume a share of the education burden." (Douglas, p., ~) Thus, D.o~glas shows, (1968, p. 60) government agencies all ;"r,,,,,,.t,,, p~lvate-publlc schools for recruitment, including the armed forces police (Douglas, 1968, p. 60 ) But this is still government initiative ... of a peculiar kind.
Other evidence of volunteerism is the way private universities out-number state foundations, (Douglas, 1968, p. 61 ) and in their education the Indonesian government shows that of a total of 5 548 (i.e. non-specialist) Junior High Schools, only 1,659 were "publid" or O"',"""n+ controlled. (Indonesian Ministry of Education & Culture, 1976) sta.tist!cs .a~e impressi,,:e, but they don't do justice to the way in which With indiVidual goals In mind, establish schools for the furtherance of goals.
example, one of the reasons why after 1957 "the Communist Party the largest organized ~olitical force in the country" (Huizer, 1967, p. and the largest such party In the non-Communist world was one of the of their Sekolah Rakyat (McVey, 1958) or peoples: schools which post-~atergate executive power has shrunk there has been an equal growth of centralizing congrespowers, which lends to· support the arguement)
were vital in mobilizing peasant support from Indonesia's rural base. Although suppressed with the military seizure of power (in confirmation with expectations of Model type B), Gerrit Huizer (1967, p. 36) shows that the P.K.I, "in order"to improve their strategy and effectiveness, cadre and leadership training courses were more systematically organized from 1959 onwards.
Regional and local training centres were created. Great attention was given to the study of social structures of the villages and hamlets, to experience of peasant organizations elsewhere and to simple agricultural techniques." (Huizer, 1967, p. 54) What is the case in Australia? Our prediction says that in this respect it should be intermediate. Jones (1974, p. 80) gives an indication of the existence of a private sector, but this, in itself, doesn't place Australia on the continuum except to the right of the U.S.S.R. Professor Sol Encel (Encel & Davies, 1970, p. 418) But we expect our model also to predict the degree to which schooling is intergrated into the life of society. Half of this question, in the case of the P. K.!. in Indonesia has been answered, what of the other groups?
Rex Mortimer (1973) tried to show that in Indonesia, political power was in the hands of two partly contradictory, partly complimentary groups, the older officer in the army and the technocratic bureaucrats in control of the Ministries, the distinction between the two groups, frequently is not easy to draw (some fall in both categories) but, if Mortimer is right, we would expect the state school system to be closely linked, "as a type B society, "with the goals, values and aspirations" of these groups.
Evidence of this is obvious, though indirect. Justin van der Kroef accused Indonesian schools of being developmentally dysfunctional whilst showing that for those seeking bureaucratic posts they are highly functional as an avenue of entry into the class of the "pramong pradja" as the bureaucrats are called. To accuse schools of being poorly designed for rural needs, as Clark Cunningham (Koentijaraningrat, 1967, p. 89 ) and others have done, and to blame school for its high drop-out rates of all but those seeking eventual positions of high status, is therefore, in terms of the model unrealistic. If the model is correct, schooling will continue to reflect minority needs until Indonesian society can come closer to the centre of the continuum.
But this too poses problems, albeit of a different kind, as the example of Australia indicates. In his analysis of Australian schooling R.T. Fitzgerald (1970, p. 1) said, "Even though only a small minority of secondary went to university, preparation for university formed the major objective secondary schooling". (Fitzgerald, 1970, p. 1) If we take this evidence in conjunction with that of Ralph F. Birdie (1956, p. 83 ) that "one kind of evidence 32 s~g~~sts that m?ny employers in business and industry attach no particular Significance to higher education as it relates to their needs. Only a few of the larger employers have systematic programmes for hiring university graduates, and ~ost e~~loye~s .appear to consider that university training, other than technical training, IS Irrel?vant for a career in business or industry," (Birdie, 1~56, p. 84) . We are left In a strange paradox indeed. Birdie goes on to con-Sider government employees, an important section (one third) of the labour force in Australia, saying "the opportunities for University graduates in ~ove~nment positions ... are very limited and educated persons are offered little Inducement to enter administrative or management jobs." (Birdie, 1956 p. 85 ) Taken together, this evidence would seem to indicate Australia doe~ fulfil the prediction of type C societies; schooling appears out of touch with the genuine social need of employment, truly" distancing itself from society". renko (Mace, 1964, p. 254-257) or the Indonesian educationalists Ki Dewantara (Lee, 1974, p. 41) and Mohammed Sjafei (Soejono, (unp. 9 ) demonstrate. They were all greatly concerned with this problem each case "Iabour training" was considered an important part of th~ systems they respectively established.
A comparison with Soviet systems will demonstrate this conclusion more . T~us Khrushchev in ~958 has been quoted as saying "In the present S~VI:t second~ry and higher schools lag behind the requirements of life.
pnn.clple fault IS a ce~ain gap between theoretical instruction given to children a.n~ produ~t~ve labour. (Bereday, Brinckman & Read, 1960, p. That th~~ IS an abiding concern of the U.S.S.R. is illustrated by Krups w~::>r~s .. In her essays and speeches on education she emphasised the d!stlnctlve features of Soviet schools should be their intimate and relationship with Labour." (Bereday, Brinckman & Read, 1960, p. 246) ha~ bee~ much wor~ don: s~owing how even academic subjects are With thiS polytechnlcal pnnclple (Bereday, Brinckman & Read 1960 ) in mind, not as ends in themselves, as in Australian practice' (if no~ but as means to societal ends. 
Balanced Comparison
From the above exercise, it would apear that the constant "ideal type", for the societies examined, is fairly consistent. But Bereday (Bereday, .1967, p. 169-187) would-'consider this merely" Juxtaposition" of Comp?ratl~; dat~, "defined as preliminary matching of data to prepare for companson. (Gezl, 1971, p. 59) Bereday would consider a superior method is "Balanced Comparison" which "is a systematic shuttling back and forth between the areas under study." (Gezi, 1971, p.64-65 ) But Bereday would impo.se limits o~ the data he considers relevant. In analysing likely developments In the subject Bereday says, "more likely and more proper, comparative educati~n will concentrate on school systems, while abandoning concerns appropnated by t~e other specialities," (Gezi, p. 72) of International and Development Education.
But this would then no longer be comparative education but comparati~e schooling. Lawry (Encel & Davies, 1967, p. 76) gives a more correct emphasIs when he says "Education is commonly but incorrectly regarded as w~at goes on in the school -the formal learning of subjects which introduce children to their cultural environment and prepare them for citizenship and employme~t. But the education of children is largely informal, and is shared by all the SOCial groups with which the child has contact -indeed he may reject ~he values implicit in school life. Teachers and parents do not always recog~lse}he lack of continuity between formal and informal aspects of education: (Encel & Davies, 1967, p. 76 ) Perhaps this criticism could be extended to Include such thinkers as Peters and Bereday?
There is much sociological work to indicate that perhaps it is true that the bulk of education goes on outside the school with the family, peer group and associations and as a working adult. These informal and non-formal avenues of educatio~ are coming under increasing scrutiny by international planners such as Phi lip Coombs (1968, 1~74) an.d Frederick Harbi~~n (1973) . In recent years, evidence has been mounting which suggests that It IS largely.as a res~lt of things learned through non and informal education that determines an individuals success or failure at school.
If this is so, a balanced comparison of the non-for~al.aspects of education would do much to establish the validity of the predictions drawn from. the three "ideal types". It is also this "interface" between schools and SOCiety, which would do much to clear up the difficulties, mentioned above, con~ern ing the degree to which a school system participates in~ or remove~ Itself from, the general life of the community. Let us first conSider the family and schooling.
The School-Society Interface: The Family and Schooling
The relation between the home and the school in the U .. S.S.R. is, as model predicts close and continuous. "In the training of Soviet young the home and the school are considered close allies." (Mace, 196:4, " We cannot allow family" says Anton Makarenko "to ed~cate as I~ We should organise the family education and the organised starting should be the school." (Mace, 1964, p. 253) 34 "The co-operation between parent and teacher is not only recognised by each, it is understood and recognised by the children." (Mace, 1964, p. 253) These quotes show the theory of school/family interaction, what about the practice?
Nigel Grant (1964, p. 59-63) goes to some lengths to show how "Passive approval as in other things, is not enough; the school uses every available means to enlist the parents as active supporters of its work, and to make them conscious of the family's role as the primary call of socialist society." (Grant, 1964, p. 59) Parental supervision of schooling goes as far as allowing "Parent's trinities", elected by the parents of the children of a particular class, to "sit in on lessons to see them in action for themselves. As for the teacher, home visiting is regarded as part of his normal duties. This starts at the earliest classes and continues right up to the end of the school course." (Grant, 1964, p. 63) This, in brief, only gives an idea of the ways used to secure parental-teacher co-operation, in fact a wide variety of methods are used ranging from informal social pressure even at the parent's work-place, to highly formal structures such as the Parents' University. (Tomiak, 1966, p. 103-4) In Australia things are very different. Firstly educational theory has almost no conception of bringing the parents into the school or taking the teacher home to the family.
In practice, "the actlF3Jparental involvement in the schools their children attend still seems generally limited to raising funds for additional equipment over and above their basic supplies provided by , the department' . Not that parents are really encouraged to develop an interest in educational questions relating to their school; indeed the opposite is often true. Teachers, principals and administrators alike only minimally encourage involvement of this kind." (Jones, 1974, p. 42) A William Tyndale Affair could never occur in Australia. Parents too readily accept their own ignorance to demand teacher accountability for their children's education, and their once a year parents' evenings are poorly at-, and then only by a tiny handful of the most educated parents. For a teacher to try to visit the parents at home the situation is almost of. From experience in an attempt to try to visit parents in this way. I myself in difficulty with an irate parent who had telephoned the headof the school protesting at my intrusion into their private lives. The laISSE!Z-'Ta re separation of families and schools in Australia keeps the two firmapart.*
In Indonesia the situation is more complex and the enormous variety makes almost impossible to generalize, as our model would lead us to expect. *
The fact that schooling in the government system was designed to produce poses enormous problems for rural parents, for example. Thus, ningrat (1967, p. 254-302) in a case study of a rural Javanese village says "most parents in Tjelapar are aware of the importance of school education for their children and they do start sending them at the age of eight, nine or ten years. However, the parents are faced with the fact that many children are reluctant to work as peasants after graduating from school." (Koentjaraningrat, 1967, p. 280) Since 80 percent of Indonesia's population live in such villages, it gives some understanding of the situation.
However, this is far from universally true. The taman siswa (Ag Soejono, undated, p. 9) schools (or' Gardens of Learning' ) established by the Indonesian educator Ki Hadjar Dewantara, and at one stage a formidable rival to the (then Dutch run) government systems were "places where pupils and teachers could live and work together as a family and where the parents of the students could participate in the activities of the schools." (Lee, 1974, p. 41) Also, Indonesia has traditional type of mutual aid called "gotong royong"* which has frequently led to Indonesian parents contributing to the building, equipping and running of schools and occasionally providing it with a teacher; even those wholly within the government system! As gotong royong acts as a cushion or insurance against famine years, non-participation by parents in villages where such traditions are important are rare. (Koentjaraningrat, 1967) 
The School-Society Interface: Youth Movements and Schooling
If attention is now turned to a comparison of the role of youth movements and education, again it can be seen that the Indonesian evidence -reflecting its pluralistic condition -is highly varied.
The Indonesian government in its Education Sector review, (Indonesian Ministry of Education & Culture, 1976) attempts to make an analysis of' out of school' programmes and lists among important contributions that of the 'Pramuka' or "National Scouting movement. About 12 million youths, 7 to 25 years of age are members throughout the country, with 80 to 90% of them still at school. The members are enlisted to help carry out government programmes in a variety of ways. Among other projects, they work in the applied nutrition programme, agricultural extension programmes and the population education programme." (Indonesian Ministry of Education & Culture, 1976) As reported by UNESCO, there seems to be growing interest in such non-formal approaches to education: a ministerial statement in 1972 declared "that the vehicle of education is not restricted to the schools, but that it may also be the place of work, play and other places of gathering as well as of living in general." (UNESCO, 1974B) However, as I stated in an unpublished paper recently (Croft, 1976, p. 2) such an approach to education is a very recent phenomenon and one wonders to what extent it reflects a true change in Indonesian thinking. Following closely proposals made by Philip Coombs for a systems approach to educational planning, these Indonesian plans could quite possibly," as Harold Crouch (1972, p. 206-218) in part suggests "be merely an elaborate charade to gain international respectability" and, I hasten to add, aid money from the World Bank (1974) sponsoring such schemes.
*Much work deals with' 90ton9 royong' in its village context. Possibly the best describing its effects on Indonesian
Education is the Unesco study "'Educational inovation in Indonesia", Paris 1974.l 36 Nevertheless, in at least one area, the Jombang Kabupaten or regency of East Java, Woodhouse and Lubis (Ahmed & Coombs, 1975, p. 111-130) have reported that. an exten.si~e non-formal education project, using Pramuka, This concl.usi~n, however, d~es not extend to include the second type of orgamsatlon -the sporting clubs. Unlike what we would expect of as. a case study for social type C, these do closely reflect social and In personnel, overlap greatly with the schools. McLaren (1968, p. example, reports that "the ostensible objectives of a vast number of schools "are that their public reputation depends upon their spor-prow~ss and their internal organisation is bent to meet the demands of twentieth century Procrustes. (McLaren, 1968, p. 165) An analysis of the ~ime devo~ed to sport within school hours supports this ~ut e~en m?re Important IS the way outside sporting organisations; tenswimming, Cricket and football clubs, in providing extra facilities, supple-th~ schools. The ~alue~ learned, of the appreciation of physical prowess upenor~? scholastiC aChievement, or the comaraderie of "mateship" and competitive values of teamwork help to give Australian culture its special . ~evertheless, negative effects are also apparent. McLaren (1968, p. speaking of those involved, says, "if they succeed they find themselves with competing loyalties and excessive demands on their time. The pressure placed on the schoolboy football hero in a country town is strenuous and usually it is his schoolwork which has to suffer." However, such uncomplimentary dovetailing between youth activities and schooling is to be expected for type C societies, as the societal-school "distance" of the model suggests.
In Russia, no doubt such conflicting loyalties also exist. Here, however, youth organisers and school authorities, through their close contacts, would be more aware of the situation and be in a better position to take corrective measures. Bereday, Brinkman and Read (1960, p. 396) ~o to con~idera~le .Iengt~s. to document extra-curricular activities, clubs and cIrcles, whIch eXIst In addItIon to the youth organisations which are designed to supplement the schools' educational programmes. Ina Schlesinger (Bereday, Brinckman and Read 1960, pp. 395-401) shows how the effects of the Octobrists, Pioneers and Komsomol, both in school and out are ubiquitous.
The integration of school into societY,through the mediation of the Youth organisations could well be considered almost the distinguishing feature of Soviet Education. Joan Hasler (1969, p. 131) quotes a letter, sent to Dymphna Cusack by a Russian schoolgirl, illustrating the power of the Komsomol within the school organisation through an elected school council. Nigel Grant (1964, pp. 64-85) shares this view; "school branches (of the Komsomol~ take a considerable share of the running of their schools. They elect commIttees to help with clubs and societies, they run debates and m~etings, they ~iscuss problems of discipline, moral education and scholastIC. progre~s Wlt~ the director and act as Pioneer leaders to help the younger chIldren WIth theIr part in the v~rious tasks. They make the teachers' job easier by keeping their own members and classmates in controL" (Grant, 1964, p. 
72).
This practice is well reflected in theory. Youth movements are consciously seen as a means of harnessing the theoretical principles learned at school and relating them to "socially useful labour." (Bereday, Brinc~man ~nd Re~~, 1960 pp. 395-401) . This idea of the collective and its connectIons WIth ,~Xph~lt social goals is shown by Khrushchev's address to the Komsomol-~ubhc organisation including the Komsomol, must play ~n ev.::r greater part ~n the struggle with the failings and vices and for the affIrmatIon of the new In our life. It is not right to bring matters to such a point that the state organs must handle everything -we say that under Communism the state will whither away. Which organs will then remain? The public org~nis~tio~! Whether th~y will be called Komsomol or Trade Unions or otherwIse, It WIll be the pubhc organisations through which society will regulate its relations. (Bereday, Brinckman and Read, 1960, p.398) 
Conclusion:
From these two examples, it would seem that the model does have. predictive value and thus in some ways, does describe social comparative education, therefore does provide us with a tool understanding why the connection between schools and society in Australia 38 remains minimal. In structural-functionalis terms, such a distancing maintains schools as essentially neutral institutions in a pluralistic society which has a political system split into competing interest groups-groups which reflect a variety of socio-economic and cultural groups.
But is the answer suggested here the only explanation? If one examines the literature by both political and social apologists from the three countries, as well as by other critical researchers, one finds a variety of other reasons; political, social and ideological to explain away the features examined. Communist theory is frequently used as an explanation on both sides of the iron curtain, as being the cause of the close connection between schools and society. Our "ideal-type" analysis here furnishes an alternative explanation and we are therefore prompted to separate between the two. Which one is closer to reality.?
Firstly, proposers of an "ideological causation" theory, such as Seymour Rosen (1971) , oversimplify to a certain extent the nature of the relationship between ideology and society. One could just as well claim that social organisation and its demand led to the adoption and modification of Communist ideology as practiced in Russia. Certainly, this would explain certain similarities between Tsarist and Communist theory and practice. However, to dwell too long on such "sociological determinism" is probably just as counterproductive_'!s the other.
~uffice it to say that -the links between society and ideology are neither unitary nor one-way. As I have attempted to show, they are more complex than first apparent.
A second criticism, is that by selecting the three societies used as case studies, I was editing evidence to fit my theory. This is a valid point-it would be h~rd to find three examples which fit so nicely into the conceptual paradIgm as these, but the reason for selection was neither so dishonest nor nefarious, but merely because these are the three educational systems with I am most familiar. Rather than inductively commencing with the model thence proceeding to examine the case studies for its confirmation or I could have commenced with the examples and deductively ced the model by comparison and contrast. Nevertheless, this criticism and I feel, constitutes a flaw in the "Beredayian" hypothesis creation and problem solving approach.
A third major criticism of the ideal-type, is that, like Talcott Parsons' model is static, it does not explain in any way the mechanism of change. How does cohesive society fragment, as happened in Revolutionary Russia or how a framented society like Indonesia, achieve through education great ? These are questions left unanswered as outside the capacity of this analysis. As a static system its usefulness is confined to >c:"rin1~i"'r'" of societies at fixed points in time, not as the dynamically complexes societies in fact are.
As such a descriptive tool, it could be extended to examine other features the "social-school interface", for example vocational training, and again, if , one would expect a further confirmation of the facts described above.
Similarly, in using other societies, while possibly less divergent, one could also find like features.
From the above study, one sees that, to a certain extent, the labels "nonformal" or "oufof school" education lose much of their relevance. They are revealed to be concepts only meaningful in societies where there is little attempt to bring such forms into coherence with the objecti:,es of ~chooling ~n general or with the goals of society at large, as the comparison wIth Australia and the U.S.S.R. indicates.
Finally, we must emphasise that science and compar~tive education as a part of that science cannot ever be value. free .. D~vld an? Vera Mace commented on the problem of trying to write objectIve SOCIology on the Russian family, without being influenced by political or ideological bias. Certainly to me, reading Bereday (Bereday and Pennar, 1960) and Ros~n (1971) for example I am aware of their polemical but veiled attack on SovIet theory and practice as "undemocratic". Nevertheless, given the consensual cohesive basis of Soviet society, using the way in which "collectives" are organised, one could ~roduce a good no~ Marxist analysis showing that Soviet education was pOSSIbly more democratIc than that in the west.
As said above, value free comparative education is a myth, and so, to be intellectually honest, I suppose I should reveal my bias, this bein~ S?, perhaps a fitting conclusion to this study is that of the UNESCO CommIssIon on the Development of Education, which, in its report "Learning to be" (Faure, 197~) said "For many generations the sole purpose of education was to transmIt values, knowledge and skills which the adult ~orld re~ommended or for~ed on young people in order to incorporate them ~nto socIety; ~enc~ .educatlon could be wholly included in the state's dutIes towards Its CItIzens, the schoolmasters' transmission of knowledge to his pupils and the child's relationship with its parents in the family.
The present day world no longer warrants this confidence of a bygone a~e. If it be our hope at once to fulfil the promise of democracy and to establish man firmly in the scientific and technical revolutions, both now and in the future education cannot be entrenched within any particular social classes or age g(oups, or be divided up into independent levels or streams; nor can it be reduced to a mere matter of State Grants and family traditions. It must ensure a constant exchange of ideas between a man and his social environment, and offer to everyone the opportunities of the learning society. This age, which Valery called that of the finite world, can but be that of the complete man." (Faure, 1974) .
If in some small way this analysis has contributed to an understanding and furthering of that noble ideal, then I feel that it will have proved of value.
